Station KAUZ-TV • Analog Channel 6, DTV Channel 22 • Wichita Falls, TX

Expected Operation on June 13: Granted Construction Permit

Digital CP (solid): 200 kW ERP at 311 m HAAT, Network: CBS
vs. Analog (dashed): 100 kW ERP at 311 m HAAT, Network: CBS

Market: Wichita Falls, TX-Lawton, OK

- Coverage gained after DTV transition
- No symbol = no change in coverage
- Coverage lost but still served by same network
- Coverage lost and no other service by same network
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Map set 1

Analog service 370,283 persons
Digital service 345,690
Analog loss 30,491
Digital gain 5,898
Net gain -24,593

BPCDT-19991028ADQ
KAUZ-TV Digital CP
Station KAUZ-TV • Analog Channel 6, DTV Channel 22 • Wichita Falls, TX

Approved Post-Transition Operation: Granted Construction Permit

Digital CP (solid): 200 kW ERP at 311 m HAAT, Network: CBS
vs. Analog (dashed): 100 kW ERP at 311 m HAAT, Network: CBS

Market: Wichita Falls, TX-Lawton, OK
Expected Operation on June 13: Granted Construction Permit

Digital CP (solid): 1000 kW ERP at 269 m HAAT, Network: NBC
vs. Analog (dashed): 100 kW ERP at 305 m HAAT, Network: NBC

Market: Wichita Falls, TX-Lawton, OK

Coverage gained after DTV transition
No symbol = no change in coverage
Coverage lost but still served by same network
Coverage lost and no other service by same network

Analog service 389,419 persons
Digital service 375,979
Analog loss 18,278
Digital gain 4,838
Net gain -13,440

Station KFDX-TV • Analog Channel 3, DTV Channel 28 • Wichita Falls, TX
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Station KFDX-TV • Analog Channel 3, DTV Channel 28 • Wichita Falls, TX

Approved Post-Transition Operation: Granted Construction Permit

Digital CP (solid): 1000 kW ERP at 269 m HAAT, Network: NBC vs. Analog (dashed): 100 kW ERP at 305 m HAAT, Network: NBC

Market: Wichita Falls, TX-Lawton, OK

Coverage gained after DTV transition
No symbol = no change in coverage
Coverage lost but still served by same network
Coverage lost and no other service by same network
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TV Station KJTL • Analog Channel 18, DTV Channel 15 • Wichita Falls, TX

Expected Operation on June 13: Granted Construction Permit

Digital CP (solid): 1000 kW ERP at 263 m HAAT, Network: Fox
vs. Analog (dashed): 2820 kW ERP at 329 m HAAT, Network: Fox

Market: Wichita Falls, TX-Lawton, OK

Coverage gained after DTV transition
No symbol = no change in coverage
Coverage lost but still served by same network
Coverage lost and no other service by same network

Analog service 329,350 persons
Digital service 364,315
Analog loss 1,361
Digital gain 36,326
Net gain 34,965
TV Station KJTL • Analog Channel 18, DTV Channel 15 • Wichita Falls, TX

Approved Post-Transition Operation: Granted Construction Permit

Digital CP (solid): 1000 kW ERP at 263 m HAAT, Network: Fox
vs. Analog (dashed): 2820 kW ERP at 329 m HAAT, Network: Fox

Market: Wichita Falls, TX-Lawton, OK

Coverage gained after DTV transition
No symbol = no change in coverage
Coverage lost but still served by same network
Coverage lost and no other service by same network

Analog service 329,350 persons
Digital service 361,991
Analog loss 2,043
Digital gain 34,684
Net gain 32,641
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Map set 2
Station KSWO-TV • Analog Channel 7, DTV Channel 11 • Lawton, OK

Expected Operation on June 13: Granted Construction Permit

Digital CP (solid): 138 kW ERP at 327 m HAAT, Network: ABC
vs. Analog (dashed): 316 kW ERP at 320 m HAAT, Network: ABC

Market: Wichita Falls, TX-Lawton, OK

Coverage gained after DTV transition
No symbol = no change in coverage

Analog service 389,094 persons
Digital service 442,717
Analog loss 0
Digital gain 53,623
Net gain 53,623
Station KSWO-TV • Analog Channel 7, DTV Channel 11 • Lawton, OK

Approved Post-Transition Operation: Granted Construction Permit

Digital CP (solid): 138 kW ERP at 327 m HAAT, Network: ABC
vs. Analog (dashed): 316 kW ERP at 320 m HAAT, Network: ABC

Market: Wichita Falls, TX-Lawton, OK

Coverage gained after DTV transition
No symbol = no change in coverage